


Welcome to your new home!
Congratulations for choosing Gyproc interior wall solution. 

Gyproc wall systems are highly engineered and fully tested to British 
Standards (BS) and American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) standards to provide you with fire protection, indoor thermal 
and acoustic comfort, moisture resistance, and innovative robust 
walls to meet the growing demand for eco-friendly homes. You can 
rest easy knowing that Gyproc wall systems are fully compliant to 
local building requirements.

We understand how much you want to unpack, unwind and begin 
adding personal touches to your new home.

Don’t worry if it seems daunting - this handy booklet will help you 
get started on making the most of the walls in your living spaces.



Did You Know! and TIP!
This guide is full of valuable 
advice and useful informa-
tion to help you understand 
your new eco-friendly 
home.

Look out for more Did You 
Know and TIP Boxes! 
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Benefits of GypWall® ROBUST System
GypWall® ROBUST system is developed to be lightweight, fast and easy to install 
without compromising strength and safety standards. Due to its unique properties 
such as versatility, sound and thermal insulation, fire and moisture resistance along 
with aesthetic appeal, Gypwall® ROBUST system is becoming the preferred 
choice of interior building solutions.
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Fire Protection
• Non-combustible Gypsum boards

• 60 minutes fire protection

Thermal 
Insulation

Sound 
Insulation

• STC 45

Robustness 
• Loading of 25 kg per point load spaced at 

200mm apart with anchor cavity fixing.
• BS 5234 Part 2: 1992 Severe Duty.
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Moisture Resistance
• Class H1 in accordance with BS EN 520

Flexibility
• Creating and dividing living spaces

Environmentally friendly
• Recyclable, non-toxic, non-hazardous and no asbestos & other carcinogenic substance

• Attained 4-ticks (Leader) certification from the Singapore Green Building Council.

Did You Know!
It has been proven that 
noisy environments have 
negative effects on the 
comfort and eventually 
health of its inhabitants - it is 
also known as noise 
pollution. 

Gyproc wall systems 
provides acoustics solutions 
just for this!
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About GypWall® ROBUST System
GypWall® ROBUST system is a wall system that uses DuraLine® impact resistant 
boards screw fixed to anti-corrosion Aluzinc coated GypFrame® studs and tracks 
frame and joint finished with Gyproc Protop All Purpose Ready-Mixed Joint 
Compound. It is lightweight, quick to install and robust.

GypWall® ROBUST is contemporary, functionally simple yet versatile in creating
demanding interior designs.

Cavity in GypWall® Robust 
System allows for the ease of 
installation of insulation 
materials, wiring and plumbing 
services, etc. 



Decorating your Gyproc Walls

Painting
• Paint coverage varies, so you will need to check for typical
coverage.
• Before you attempt to paint, ensure that the surface is dry, 
clean and even. Remove all traces of dust and grease and if 
holes/cracks are present, ensure that they are patched up 
before painting.

Wallpapering
• Always make sure your new walls have been applied with 
primer prior to wallpapering. This will help to minimize any 
damage should you decide to remove the paper later. 
• If you are considering a cloth-backed or solid vinyl wall 
covering, you may be required to use specialist adhesives and 
apply a lining paper prior. 

Tiling
• You may decorate your walls with ceramic tiles or marble. 
For tiles loading capacity and installation, please contact us for 
more further details.

Playing with colours
• To make small, dark areas appear larger and brighter, use 
light colours such as whites while dark colours create cozy, 
sophisticated feeling in oversized rooms.

One of the great things about Gyproc gypsum board is that virtually any type of
decoration can be applied on it.
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Fixtures
Generally, GypWall® ROBUST system can bear direct weight of the common 
fixtures, such as clocks, phones, photo frames, wall shelves, etc. by using suitable 
fixing devices.
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Galvanized 
Drywall Screws

Nylon Anchors Cavity Wall 
Anchor

• Up to 3 kg 
per point load

• Up to 12 kg 
per point load

• Up to 25 kg 
per point load
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Lightweight fixtures on GypWall® ROBUST

MARK the area where the 
fixture is to be placed.

DRILL a hole with a 
smaller size drill bit as to the 
diameter of the toggle 
device.

HAMMER the toggle 
device into the hole.

FIX the screw into the 
toggle device. The toggle 
will expand as the screw 
goes in.

HANG your fixture!

Heavy fixtures e.g. large 
cabinets, wall-mounted 
televisions etc. may need 
extra support.
Please consult professional 
advice.



Fixtures

Medium weight fixtures on GypWall® ROBUST

ENHANCE by using timber 
nogging/batten. Fasten tim- 
ber nogging into the cavity 
of the metal frame.

FASTEN additional & 
appropriately-sized support-
ing metal frames into the 
GypWall cavity.

PLACE the cut Gyproc 
gypsum board back and 
fasten it to the supporting 
metal frames.

FIX a screw through the 
board into the metal frame/ 
timber nogging and hang 
your fixtures.

DETERMINE the area 
where the material is to 
be placed. Remove the 
Gyproc gypsum board.
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For some instances, you may wish to hang fixtures that are rather big or heavy 
such as kitchen cabinets, book shelves, and wall unit air-conditioners. In such cases, 
additional support is required to bear the additional load. Additional support will 
differ according to the weight of the fixtures.
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Repair Works

2
PREPARE Gyproc ProTop 
All Purpose Ready-Mixed 
Joint Compound.

FILL the cracked area and 
allow it to dry. When it is 
dry, give the area a light 
sanding before painting.

HOLD a batten on one 
side of the wall and fill the 
opposite side. Repeat for 
the other side.

APPLY corner bead onto 
the filled corner.

COMPLETE the dam-
aged corner with Gyproc 
ProTop All Purpose Ready- 
Mixed Joint Compound.

SAND DOWN the 
filling and paint over.

21 3
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Surface imperfections

Damaged corners

When the drywall has to be repaired due to various reasons such as leaks and 
cracks, the following methods may apply:

Locating Electrical Cables & Pipes
Make sure you locate electrical cables before you 
drill into your walls. Electrical cables usually run 
vertically down inside the wall below or above 
light switches and sockets. Pipes, however, tend to 
run horizontally.



Repair Works
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CUT a new piece of 
Gyproc gypsum board 
into a triangle or square, 
larger than the affected 
area. The edges of the 
triangle or square should 
have a slope of ~45°. 
Place the new piece over 
the affected area and 
outline the shape. 

CUT out the outlined 
area and proceed to 
make slopes of about 45° 
on the edges of the 
cut-out shape. 

FIX the new piece of 
Gyproc gypsum board 
onto the cut-out area  
with Gyproc ProTop All 
Purpose Ready - Mixed 
Joint Compound. Allow it 
to dry and give it a light 
sanding before painting. 

CUT out the affected 
area and fasten support-
ing or reinforcement 
frames into all the sides of 
the cut-out area.

CUT & FIX a new piece 
of Gyproc gypsum board 
onto the supporting 
frames. 

PERFORM jointing 
treatment on the joints 
with Gyproc Jointing Tape 
and with Gyproc ProTop 
All Purpose Ready - Mixed 
Joint Compound. Allow it 
to dry and give it a light 
sanding before painting. 

Damaged walls (<10cm diameter)

Damaged walls (>10cm diameter)

21 3
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Locating Metal Studs
The location of metal studs may 
vary depending on the 
construction of your walls. An 
easy way to locate the stud is to 
tap on the wall.



Gyproc systems if properly 
disassembled, each bit of it - 
the screws, metal frams, the 
board, can be reused to 
build a new drywall system!
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About Us

• >100 years of Experience in Interior Building Systems & Solutions
•#1 Worldwide in Gypsum Plasterboard and Gypsum Plaster
•#1 Worldwide in Gypsum and Acoustic Ceilings

Saint-Gobain Gyproc operates 75 gypsum quarries and 135 industrial sites 
worldwide. Located in over 50 countries spanning five continents, Saint-Gobain 
Gyproc has a significant international presence with a strong local focus. 

Website
http://www.
gyproc.sg

Address
2 Venture Drive, 

#09-10 
Vision Exchange 

Singapore 608526

Tel
(65) 6330 8288

Fax
(65) 6330 8289

Email
eis.info@

saint-gobain.com

Facebook
/GyprocSingapore

LinkedIn
company/gyproc- 
singapore

Saint-Gobain Gyproc is the worldʼs leading 
manufacturer and supplier of dry lining and ceiling 
solutions aimed at improving well-being in all living 
spaces.



Singapore Office:
EMIX Industry (S) Pte Ltd
2 Venture Drive, #09-10, Vision Exchange
Singapore 608526
Tel: (65) 6330 8288
Fax: (65) 6330 8289


